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Abstract: Background: Renal ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury is a therapeutic challenge for surgeons. Sirtuin 1
(SIRT1) is an NAD+-dependent deacetylase that plays a vital role in modulating cellular senescence and aging. In
this study, we determined whether SIRT1 upregulation could alleviate renal IR injury and the underlying mechanism.
Methods: A renal IR model was induced in male C57BL/6 mice. Blood urea nitrogen and serum creatinine were
evaluated as markers of kidney function, and renal injury was assessed by pathological examination. The inflammatory milieu was analyzed by real-time RT-PCR and myeloperoxidase immunofluorescence assays. Western blotting
was used to quantify SIRT1 protein expression, endoplasmic reticulum stress, and autophagy. Results: SIRT1 was
upregulated in renal tissue after IR. Blood analysis and histopathologic examination demonstrated that SIRT1 preserved renal function and reduced renal damage. Further evaluation illustrated that IR induced autophagy and endoplasmic reticulum stress, while SIRT1 upregulation reduced endoplasmic reticulum stress-mediated autophagy
levels. Conclusions: SIRT1 upregulation protects the kidney against IR-induced injury by inhibiting endoplasmic
reticulum stress-mediated autophagy.
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Introduction
Renal transplantation is one of the preferred
treatments for patients with advanced-stage
kidney disease, but ischemia and reperfusion
injury are inevitable problems associated with
kidney transplantation [1]. Ischemia induces
hypoxia and subsequently results in cell death,
tissue damage, and functional effects on renal
tubules. Paradoxically, this injury is distinctly
enhanced during reperfusion or the restoration of blood flow [2]. Kidney IR injury not only
causes acute kidney injury (AKI) but also contributes significantly to delayed graft function
in kidney transplantation. There are currently
no effective treatment strategies for this type
of injury [3]. The mechanisms underlying IR
injury are complex and involve multiple factors,
including free radical production, calcium overload, and increases in inflammatory cells [2].
Given the adverse events caused by renal IR

damage, there is an urgent need to find novel, improved, and sustainable therapeutic
methods.
Renal IR injury causes endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) stress, which is a cellular stress response
involved in protein synthesis, folding, and translocation, lipid synthesis, and calcium homeostasis. ER stress, also called the unfolded protein response (UPR), is sequentially stimulated
by the PRKR-like ER kinase (PERK), inositolrequiring enzyme 1α (IRE1α), and activating
transcription factor 6 (ATF6). Nonetheless, excessive ER stress may result in tissue injury,
and substantial evidence has shown that ER
stress induces autophagy, which is an evolutionarily conserved cytoprotective process of
lysosome-mediated self-digestion and recycling
[4]. Autophagy helps maintain cellular homeostasis and achieves the metabolic needs of
cells and the renewal of various organelles [5].
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However, paradoxically, some studies have reported that autophagy also promotes renal IR
injury. Therefore, autophagy might play dual
roles in renal IR injury, mediating protective and
detrimental effects [6, 7].
Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1), a NAD+-dependent deacetylase, exerts crucial effects on many pathophysiologic processes, such as inflammation, oxidative stress, apoptosis, proliferation, and
aging [8]. Numerous studies have shown that
the susceptibility of various tissues to ischemia is regulated by aging mechanisms [9].
SIRT1 downregulation under ischemic conditions increases the susceptibility of some organs to ischemic damage, while SIRT1 upregulation alleviates ischemic damage [10]. Additionally, increasing evidence has demonstrated
that SIRT1 delays senescence by enhancing
autophagy and alleviating ischemia-induced
apoptosis [11, 12]. On the contrary, some studies have also shown that SIRT1 overexpression
inhibits autophagy in the kidneys [13, 14].
Therefore, the relationship between autophagy
and SIRT1 in kidney IR injury remains to be
elucidated.
In this study, a murine renal IR injury model was
established to examine whether SIRT1 upregulation could protect the kidney from reperfusion injury, aiming to provide novel insights into
its mechanisms and potential therapeutic strategy in renal IR injury.
Materials and methods
Animals and the induction of renal IR injury
Male C57BL/6 mice (22-25 g) were purchased
from Joint Ventures Sipper BK Experimental
Animal Company. The mice were randomly divided into different groups. We used the unilateral renal IR injury model. First, the mice underwent a midline laparotomy to create a clear
view of the surgical area. Then, the intestines
were gently pushed towards the contralateral
side to expose the left renal artery and vein,
and the left kidney was subjected to ischemia
by applying a microvascular clamp to the renal
artery and vein for 30 minutes. Ischemia in the
kidney was observed as gradual uniform darkening. Mice in the control group did not undergo vascular occlusion of the left kidney.
Specimens were collected for further analysis
at the indicated time after reperfusion. All ani-
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mals received human care in compliance with
the guidelines of the National Institute of Health for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals
(No. 85-23, revised 1985) and approved by the
Scientific Investigation Board of Navy Medical
University, Shanghai, China.
Drug treatments
SRT1720 (50 mg/kg; #HY-10532) [15], selisistat (10 mg/kg; #HY-15452) [16], 4-phenyl
butyric acid (4-PBA) (10 mg/kg; #HY-A0281)
[17], rapamycin (5 mg/kg; #HY-10219) [18]
and 3-methyladenine (3-MA; 30 mg/kg; #HY19312) [19] were purchased from MedChemExpress (Monmouth Junction, NJ, USA) and
injected before renal IR injury based on previous reports and the manufacturer’s protocols.
Western blotting
First, equivalent amounts of protein extracted
from kidney tissue were loaded and separated
on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to a
polyvinylidene fluoride membrane (Millipore,
Shanghai, China). Next, the membrane was
blocked with 5% nonfat milk for 1 h and then
incubated overnight at 4°C with the following
specific primary antibodies: polyclonal rabbit
anti-mouse SIRT1, BiP, CHOP, p-PERK, PERK,
p-IRE1α, IRE1α, ATF6, Atg-7, Beclin-1, LC3B,
and GAPDH Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA. After three washes with Trisbuffered saline-Tween (TBST) buffer, the membranes were incubated with HRP-conjugated
secondary antibodies (Cell Signaling Technology) for 1 h at room temperature. The protein
bands were then visualized using the ECL Plus
system (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK).
The intensity of the bands was quantified with
ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA).
Biochemical assays of kidney function
Kidney function was assessed by measuring
blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and serum creatinine (SCr) concentrations at 0, 6, 12, 24, and
48 h after ischemia according to the manufacturer’s instructions at the Translational Medicine Center of Changzheng Hospital.
Kidney histopathological analysis
The mice were sacrificed at 24 h after ischemic
insult. Renal tissue was fixed in 4% paraformal-
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dehyde for 24 h and embedded in paraffin.
Paraffin-embedded tissue samples were cut
into sections and stained with hematoxylineosin (H&E). Six areas (20×) per section were
randomly chosen for tissue sectioning. Morphologic assessments were performed to examine histopathological injury. Renal tubules
with the following histopathological changes
were considered damaged: tubular dilation
and disruption, cast formation, sloughing off
of tubular epithelial cells, and cell lysis. Tissue
injury was scored based on the percentage of
damaged tubules: 0 points for less than 5%, 1
point for 5%-25%, 2 points for 25%-50%, 3
points for 50%-75%, and 4 points for damage
greater than 75%.
Real-time RT-PCR analysis
Total RNA was isolated from mouse kidney tissues using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Waltham,
MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Subsequently, cDNA was synthesized
with oligo d(T) (Applied Biosystems, Waltham,
MA, USA) and the Superscript III Reverse
Transcriptase Kit (Invitrogen). A StepOne RealTime PCR System (Applied Biosystems) and the
SYBR RT-PCR kit (Takara, Tokyo, Japan) were
used to perform real-time RT-PCR analysis. The
expression of each sample was normalized to
that of GAPDH. The primer pairs used were as
follows: TNF-α: forward, 5’-AAG CCT GTA GCC
CAC GTC GTA-3’, reverse, 5’-GGC ACC ACT AGT
TGG TTG TCT TTG-3’; IL-6: forward, 5’-ACA ACC
ACG GCC TTC CCT ACT T-3’, reverse, 5’-CACGAT
TTC CCA GAG AAC ATG TG-3’; IL-10: forward,
5’-GCT TTA CTG ACT GGC ATG AG-3’, reverse,
5’-CGC AGC TCT AGG AGC ATG TG-3’; and
GAPDH: forward, 5’-TGA CCA CAG TCC ATG CCA
TC-3’, reverse, 5’-GAC GGA CAC ATT GGG GGT
AG-3’.
Immunofluorescence assay
Kidney sections were de-paraffinized, rehydrated, and handled according to a standard protocol. Then the sections were incubated with
MPO (Abclonal, Wuhan, China) and LC3 (Cell
Signaling Technology) overnight. The slides
were then washed three times with PBS and
immunostained with secondary antibodies (Abclonal) at room temperature for 2 h. Finally, the
sections were visualized with a ﬂuorescence
microscope.
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Immunohistochemical staining
The expression of CHOP and BiP was analyzed by immunohistochemistry. Kidney samples
were embedded in paraffin and subsequently
cut into sections. Then, the sections were deparaffinized and incubated with sodium citrate
(pH = 6.0) at 65°C. Primary antibodies against
CHOP (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) and BiP
(Abcam) were added and incubated overnight.
The slides were then washed three times with
PBS and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (Abcam) at room temperature for 1 h. Antigen-antibody complex signals
were detected according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. For quantification, six fields were randomly captured from each tissue section and
photographed with a digital camera under a
microscope.
Statistical analysis
The results are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). The data obtained from
two groups were analyzed using an unpaired
Student’s t tests or a Mann-Whitney test (two
tailed). ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s tests
were used to determine the statistical significance among multiple groups. Statistical analysis was conducted using GraphPad Prism 7 (La
Jolla, CA, USA). In every test, P < 0.05 was considered significant.
Results
SIRT1 is upregulated during the progression of
renal IR injury
SIRT1 expression in renal tissues after ischemia was investigated using western blotting.
The protein levels of SIRT1 were significantly
higher in the renal IR group than in the sham
group, and the expression of SIRT1 increased
in a time-dependent manner (Figure 1A and
1B). However, there was no difference between
the expression of SIRT1 at 2 h and 4 h postischemia. These findings suggest that SIRT1 may
play a vital role in IR injury.
SIRT1 improves renal function and ameliorates
renal IR injury
To assess the protective effects of SIRT1 on
renal damage, the SIRT1 agonist SRT1720 and
the SIRT1 inhibitor selisistat were administered
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Figure 1. SIRT1 upregulation preserves renal function in kidneys with IR injury. A. SIRT1 protein levels were measured by western blot analysis at different reperfusion time points. B. Statistical analysis of SIRT1 expression. C.
Serum BUN and SCr levels in the IR, IR+SRT1720, and IR+selisistat groups at 0, 6, 12, 24, and 48 h postischemia.
D. H&E staining of kidney tissues 24 h postreperfusion (20×) and tubular injury scores were assessed. Scale bar
represent 20 μm. The data are shown as the mean ± SD. N = 6 for each group. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.

to the mice. The levels of BUN and SCr were
significantly higher in the IR group than in the
IR+SRT1720 group at 24 h postreperfusion,
and these two indicators were further elevated
in the IR+selisistat group (Figure 1C). In addition, IR-injured renal tissue was stained by
H&E, and representative images of renal pathological changes in the mice are shown in
Figure 1D. Sections from mice in the IR+
selisistat group showed the worst histopathological features with tubular dilation and disruption, sloughing of tubular epithelial cells, and
cell lysis; therefore, the renal damage score
was highest in the IR+selisistat group. In contrast, SRT1720 pretreatment significantly attenuated the extent of renal injury and reduced
kidney damage scores compared to those of
the IR group. These results suggest that SIRT1
plays a protective role in the progression of
renal IR-induced injury, while SIRT1 suppression might harm renal function.
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SIRT1 activation reduces IR-induced inflammation in the kidney
Given the fact that cytokines play a critical role
in IR-induced liver injury, we therefore compared their expressions following IR injury. It
was found that renal IR injury resulted in significant increases of TNF-α and IL-6 and a
decrease in the expression of IL-10, which are
indicators of the inflammatory response (Figure 2A). SRT1720 pretreatment significantly inhibited the expression of proinflammatory factors after IR, while selisistat pretreatment
increased the expression of proinflammatory
factors after IR. Immunofluorescence labeling
of MPO was used to evaluate the severity of
neutrophil infiltration in kidney tissues in all
groups of mice 24 h after reperfusion (Figure
2B and 2C). Quantitative analysis revealed that
mice subjected to IR had higher neutrophil infiltration than those in the sham-surgery group,
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Figure 2. SIRT1 activation reduces the IR-induced inflammatory milieu. A. Histograms of the mRNA expression levels
of TNF-α, IL-6, and IL-10. B. Representative immunofluorescence of MPO-stained and DAPI-stained kidney sections.
C. Analysis of MPO-positive cells. Scale bar represents 20 μm. The data are expressed as the mean ± SD. N = 6 for
each group. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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and this higher neutrophil infiltration was attenuated by SRT1720. In contrast, the amount of
MPO-positive cells in the selisistat-pretreated
group was higher than that in IR group mice.
These findings suggest that SIRT1 activation
can ameliorate the inflammatory response and
that SIRT1 suppression enhances inflammation
during renal IR injury.
SIRT1 enhancement attenuates IR-induced ER
stress
ER stress results from the dysfunction of ER
homeostasis and can exacerbate many diseases. The state of ER stress in postischemic renal
tissues was assessed using two vital UPR molecules: BiP and CHOP. After IR, immunohistochemical staining showed an increase in BiP
levels in renal tubular cells. Compared to the IR
group, BiP levels decreased in the IR+SRT1720
group and increased in the IR+selisistat group
(Figure 3A). Western blot (WB) examination further verified the sustained BiP expression in
the various groups of mice after IR (Figure 3B).
Additionally, high levels of CHOP were observed in the renal cortex after IR. Notably, CHOP
expression was decreased in the IR+SRT1720
group, while a significant increase in CHOP
occurred in mice treated with selisistat before
IR injury (Figure 3A and 3C). WB further showed that the phosphorylation levels of PERK and
IRE1α and the level of ATF6 were markedly
increased in the IR group compared to the
sham group, and the increase was much more
distinct in the IR+selisistat group, while the
expression of these proteins was decreased in
the IR+SRT1720 group (Figure 3D). In summary, these results suggest that ER stress is
induced and sustained in renal tissues after IR
injury and that SIRT1 upregulation can attenuate ER stress.
SIRT1 upregulation reduces renal ER stressinduced autophagy in the context of IR injury
First, to assess whether ER stress activates
autophagy in renal tissues after IR, the ER
stress inhibitor 4-PBA was administered prior
to IR. Moreover, the well-known autophagy activator rapamycin and the autophagy inhibitor
3-MA were administered before IR. The expression of autophagy and ER stress indicators
was measured by western blotting. As shown
in Figure 4A, increased expression of CHOP,
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BiP, Atg-7, Beclin-1, and LC3 II was observed in
the IR group compared with the sham group,
and the increase was more pronounced in the
IR+selisistat group. Conversely, the expression
of these proteins was decreased in the IR+
selisistat+4-PBA group, and this decline was
also seen in the IR+SRT1720 group, which indicated that SRT1720 not only inhibited ER stress but also suppressed autophagy. However,
rapamycin pretreatment significantly increased
the expression of Atg-7, Beclin-1, and LC3 but
not CHOP or BiP compared with the mice in the
IR group; moreover, only the expression of Atg7, Beclin-1, and LC3 decreased in the IR+3-MA
mice compared with those in the IR group,
suggesting that 3-MA specifically controlled
autophagy without significantly affecting ER
stress (Figure 4D-F). These results indicate
that autophagy is regulated by ER stress in
renal tissues during IR, while the upregulation
of autophagy does not inhibit ER stress. Moreover, SIRT1 activation might inhibit autophagy.
Further experiments were performed to examine the influence of SIRT1 on autophagy in the
context of renal IR. Figure 4G shows that an
increase in LC3-positive cells was observed in
the IR group compared to the sham group,
which paralleled the increased levels of ER
stress. Consistently, the number of LC3-positive cells was lower in the IR+SRT1720 group
than in the IR group, while the number of LC3positive cells was increased in the IR+selisistat
group compared to the IR group. Taken together, these findings illustrate that SIRT1 upregulation can reduce renal ER stress-induced
autophagy to alleviate IR injury.
Discussion
Renal ischemia-reperfusion (IR) injury is an
inevitable challenge in clinical medicine. As
one of the most common acute kidney injuries,
renal IR injury is commonly observed in patients
with trauma, shock, and kidney transplantation
[20, 21]. In renal transplantation, IR injury may
result in a molecular and cellular inflammatory
response and reduce long term graft survival.
Therefore, there is growing interest in developing novel protective stimuli that can be applied
at the onset of renal IR to limit subsequent injury. In this study, we provided substantial evidence supporting that SIRT1 exerts a reno-
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Figure 3. SIRT1 enhancement attenuates IR-induced ER stress. A. Representative photographs of immunohistochemical staining of BiP and CHOP. B. Quantitative analysis of BiP staining. C. Quantitative analysis of CHOP staining. D. Protein expression levels of BiP, CHOP, p-PERK, PERK, p-IRE1α, IRE1α, ATF6, and GAPDH were measured by
western blotting. E-I. Quantitative statistical analysis of protein expression. Scale bar represents 50 μm. The data
are presented as mean ± SD. N = 6 for each group. *P < 0.05.

protective role of SIRT1 in renal IR injury by suppressing ER stress-mediated autophagy.
SIRT1 is reported as a potential therapeutic
target for several diseases, such as cancer, diabetes, and atherosclerosis [22]. In view of this,
there has been a growing interest in developing SIRT1 as a novel protective stimuli applied
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in different stressful conditions [11, 12, 23].
However, the role of SIRT1 in renal IR injury has
remained unclear. In this study, we found that
the expression of SIRT1 increased in a timedependent manner following renal IR injury,
which indicated that the protective capacity of
SIRT1 may strengthen with the enhencement
of its expression during renal IR injury. The
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Figure 4. SIRT1 upregulation reduces renal ER stress-induced autophagy. A. The expression levels of BiP, CHOP,
Atg-7, Beclin-1, LC3, and GAPDH were assessed by western blotting. B-F. Quantitative analysis of BiP, CHOP, Atg-7,
Beclin-1, and LC3 II. G. Representative immunofluorescence images of LC3-stained sections and statistical analysis
of LC3-positive cells. Scale bar represents 20 μm. The data are expressed as mean ± SD. N = 6 for each group. *P
< 0.05, **P < 0.01, n.s.>0.05.

pathology of renal IR injury is characterized by
a complex cascade of cellular and biochemical
events that contribute to renal tissue damage
over time, and various processes are involved
in IR damage, including leucocyte infiltration
and endothelial cell injury, which may affect
kidney function and ultimately lead to kidney
transplant failure [24]. Therefore, we first examined the protective and anti-inflammatory
effects of SIRT1 following renal IR. With respect to SIRT1 modulators, we employed SRT1720 (a SIRT1 agonist) and selisistat (a SIRT1
inhibitor) in this study. The reduced levels of
pathologic injury, BUN, and SCr demonstrated
that upregulation of SIRT1 significantly preserved renal function. In addition, the MPO
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results and decline in proinflammatory cytokines confirmed the anti-inflammatory role of
SIRT1, suggesting that SIRT1 upregulation may
ameliorate renal IR injury by reducing the inflammatory response and vice versa.
The ER is an intracellular organelle that plays
an essential role in protein homeostasis by
reducing protein synthesis, enhancing protein
folding capacity by upregulating the transcription of molecular chaperones, and activating
ER-associated protein degradation [25]. ER stress is pivotal to the pathogenesis of renal IR
injury and is activated when ER homeostasis
is disturbed by various stimuli, such as ischemia, hypoxia, Ca2+ overload, and reactive oxy-
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gen species [25, 26]. Consistent with previous
reports, we found that ER stress was triggered
after renal IR-induced injury and could be suppressed by the upregulation of SIRT1, as evidenced by the decreases in p-PERK, p-IRE1α,
ATF6, BiP, and CHOP [18]. Immunohistochemical staining was used to evaluate the levels of
ER stress in kidney tissues by measuring the
expression of BiP and CHOP, and the results
showed that the expression of BiP and CHOP
decreased in the IR+SRT1720 group compared
to the IR group, further suggesting that SIRT1
exerted protective effects against renal IR.
It is well-documented that autophagy is essential in various physiological and pathological
processes, including starvation adaptation, intracellular organelle clearance, aging, and antigen presentation. Accumulating evidence suggests that autophagy exerts both protective
and detrimental effects in renal IR injury [27].
On one hand, autophagy plays a protective role
in IR injury through providing an alternative
source of energy and organelle via its constitutive function. On the other hand, excessive
autophagy may result in type II programmed
cell death, which is also known as autophagic
cell death. Substantial evidence has demonstrated that the protective effects of SIRT1 are
strongly related to the stimulation of autophagy
in most organs [28, 29]. However, several lines
of evidence indicate that autophagy also promotes renal IR damage [5, 30]. After confirming that ER stress inhibition was involved in
SIRT1 related renal protection, we next utilized
4-PBA (an ER stress inhibitor), rapamycin (an
autophagy activator) and 3-MA (an autophagy
inhibitor) to determine whether autophagy was
involved in the SIRT1-related renal protection
and to identify the exact role during injury.
Intriguingly, we found that IR mice pretreated
with selisistat exhibited much higher autophagy levels than control IR mice, while 4-PBA pretreatment completely reversed autophagy. This
result suggests that the protective effect of
SIRT1 is autophagy-dependent as regulated
by the ER stress pathway following IR injury.
Previous studies have shown that the ER serves
as a Ca2+ store inside the cell, and intracellular
Ca2+ signal is essential for mTOR-dependent
autophagy [31]. When ER stress is enhanced,
it leads to Ca2+ release from the ER to the cytosol, which results in activation of autophagy.
By employing western blotting, we further con-
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firmed this hypothesis with the observation
that either upregulation of autophagy levels by
rapamycin or downregulation of autophagy levels by 3-MA had no significant on ER stress,
suggesting that autophagy was downstream of
ER stress.
A previous study found that deacetylation of
histone mark H4K16 by SIRT1 leads to upregulation of various autophagy-related genes such
as ATG, and subsequently promotes autophagy
[32]. This differing effect of SIRT1 regarding
autophagy revealed that the precise interaction
between SIRT1 and autophagy is still not well
understood. To our knowledge, the difference
in the types and severity of injuries may produce different outcome of autophagy. Besides,
regulation of SIRT1 may have different effects
according to context.
According to the results of this study, we revealed that upregulation of SIRT1 could bring
about a reduction in ER stress, whereas ER
stress suppression could subsequently inhibit
harmful cellular autophagy and protect renal
function. Therefore, we believe that our findings provide novel insights into the molecular
mechanisms-as well as possible therapeutic
benefits-of SIRT1 in renal IR injury.
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